Kent State University’s **Summer Teen Talk Social Skills Group**

**Starts:** June 18, 2019 through August 6, 2019  
**Meets:** Tuesdays, 5:30-6:30 pm at Kent State Speech & Hearing Clinic  
**For:** Teens ages 13-18 who benefit from clear social communication rules or guidelines  
**Topics:** All topics will be covered using a brief presentation, video modeling or role play, and group discussion. Topics are adapted with permission from the PEERS Program®.  

Topics include:
- How to “trade information” with others  
- Small talk and starting conversations  
- Maintaining a conversation  
- Entering a conversation when a group of people are talking  
- Exiting conversations  
- How to use humor  
- Handling teasing and embarrassing feedback  

$ Cost is $285  

توجه:  

☆ Registration closes on May 8, 2019.  

This group is filling up quickly so sign up now by calling 330-672-2672